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OUR BACKGROUND
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Maritime

Established in 2014, AeroPM Pty Ltd is a professional services firm that engages across the
private, government and defence sectors. Based in Canberra, the company works with its
clients Australia-wide to deliver a range of complex technical projects and outcomes.
AeroPM personnel are highly qualified, broadly skilled, deeply experienced and customer
focussed authentic leaders, trained to perform in complex strategic environments.
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OUR CAPABILITY

Joint

AeroPM has established strong expertise in the Commercial Services discipline. Our
capabilities encompass the full range of Procurement and Contracting and Strategic
Business Advice activities across the Capability Life Cycle. This includes the complete
spectrum of Commercial support ranging from the development of approach the market
strategies and documentation through to managing acquisition and sustainment contracts
and their performance to closing out contracts at the end of the life cycle phases.
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COMMERCIAL

AeroPM Commercial specialists have acquired extensive experience with providing
Commercial support in the Strategy and Concepts Phase through to the In-service
(Sustainment) Phase. Our procurement and contracting experts have been pivotal to the
development of critical documentation such as Business Cases, Procurement and
Contracting Options Papers, Approach to Market documentation, Evaluation Criteria,
Source Evaluation Reports, and Contract Management Plans. AeroPM’s Commercial
professionals also have significant experience dealing with the development, evaluation
and review of Project Execution Strategies, and Materiel Acquisition and Materiel
Sustainment Agreements as well as leading or providing support to complex contract
negotiations and teams utilising the ASDEFCON suite (Complex, Strategic and Support).

EXPERTISE
Strategic Business Advice
Procurement Methodologies
Contracting Options
Tender Development
Procurement Evaluation
Contract Management &
Performance
_______________

SECURITY CLEARNCES
Personnel with current
AGSVA Baseline through to TS PV

TELEPHONE: +61 466 797 228

Our talented and experienced Commercial personnel are predominantly drawn from
government and industry, including ex-military personnel, with significant knowledge of
current Defence and public service legislation and policy relating to contracting and
procurement. The AeroPM team have strong hands-on experience with developing
contract performance management frameworks and managing contracts, including
contract remediation activities and are experienced with developing solicitation
artefacts including Requests for Tender (RFT) packs and have expertise in tender
evaluation and contract negotiation activities.
AeroPM Commercial specialists have led, assisted and managed commercial
documentation and activities for a number of Defence Capability Acquisitions. This includes
AIR 6500 Joint Battle Management System, AIR 8000 C-27 Battlefield Airlift Capability, JP
9111 Joint Command and Control, JP2089 Initial Common Support Infrastructure, JP9347
MTN Sub-Program, Mission Planning Systems (MPS), Deployable Wide Area Network
(DWAN) and LAND 154 Counter Improvised Explosive Device (IED) Capabilities.

EMAIL: Contact@AeroPM.net

ABN: 18 601 473 894

WEBSITE: www.AeroPM.net

